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Doppler signal predictions using the Lorenz-Mie theory 
for applications to measurements in two-phase flows 

A. CENEDESE, F. CIOFFI and G. P. ROMANO (ROMA) 

IN RECENT YEARS many systems based on Laser Doppler Anemometry for the simultaneous 
measurements of velocity, dimensions and concentration of particles dispersed in a fluid have 
been proposed. Theoretical aspects of the light diffusion phenomena in the analysis of particle 
dimensions and concentrations have still to be solved. For this reason the theoretical predictions 
of the behaviour of the light diffused field produced by particles crossing the light beams seem 
to be necessary. In this work the light scattered from a particle crossing two Laser beams focalized 
in a common measuring volume using Mie optics is examined. For different particle trajec
tories and a given set-up of the transmitting and collection optics, the characteristics of the 
Doppler signal -amplitude, phase and modulation -have been investigated. 

W ostatnich latach zaproponowano wiele uklad6w opartych na anemometrii dopplerowskiej 
i slu4cych do jednoczesnego pomiaru pr~dkosci, rozmiar6w i koncentracji c~steczek rozpro
szonych w plynie. Wymagaj'l dalszego wyjasnienia pewne aspekty teoretyczne dotyc~ce dyfuzji 
swiatla w analizie rozmiar6w i koncentracji c~steczek. W tym celu wydaje si~ konieczne prze
analizowanie teorii pola rozproszenia swiatla wywolanego przecinaniem promieni swietlnych 
przez tory c~steczek. W pracy przeanalizowano problem rozproszenia na c~steczce dw6ch 
promieni laserowych skupionych w jednej obj~tosci pomiarowej. Zbadano charakterystyki 
amplitudy, modulacji i fazy sygnalu dopplerowskiego przy r6Zilych trajektoriach c~steczek 
w przyj~tym ukladzie optycznym typu Mie. 

B ITOCJie.QHHX ro,QaX rrpe.QJIOllieHO MHOro CHCTeM, OI1HpaiO~HXCH Ha .QOI1JlepoBCI<OH aHeMOMeTp}{}f 
H CJiylli3ll.\HX .QJIH O.QHOBpeMeHHOrO H3MepeHHH CI<opoCTeH, pa3MepoB H I<O~eHTpa~HH 'tlaCTHIJ; 
pacceHHHhiX B mH.QI<OCTH. Tpe6yroT .QaJibHelimero BhiHCHeHHH Hei<oTophre TeopeT:H'tleci<He 
acrrei<Thi, I<aCaiO~HeCH .QH<l><l>Y3HH CBeTa B aHaJIH3e pa3MepoB I{ I<OH~eHTpa~HM 'tl3CTH~. C 3TOH 
~eJibiO I<ameTcH Heo6xo.QMMO rrpoaHaJIH3HpoBaTh TeopMH non.a pacce.HHoro cseTa, Bhi3BaHHoro 
nepece'tleHHeM cseToBhiX JIY1leH 'tlepe3 Tpaei<TopUH 'tlacr.u~. B pa6oTe npoaHaJIH3HpOBaHa 3a
.Qa'tla pacceHHHH Ha 'tlaCTH~e .QByx na3epHbiX JIY'tleli, cocpe.QoTo'tleHHhiX B ogHoM M3MepHTeJlh
HoM o6.QeMe. llccne.QoBaHhi xapai<TepHCTHI<H aMrrJII{Ty.Qhi, MO.QYJIH~J{}f M <Pa3hi .QOI1JlepoBci<oro 
CHrHaJia npH pa3HhiX Tpaei<TopHHX 'tlaCTM~ B rrpHHHTOH onTH'tleci<oH CMCTeMe MH. 

1. Introduction 

Two-PHASE FLOWS in which a particular phase is dispersed in a fluid phase are encoun
tered in many fields of engineering. Characterization of those flows requires the accurate 
measurement of the particle distribution, simultaneous size and velocity measurements 
of individual particles, trajectory for each size class, particle number density and volume 
flux. The optical methods based on Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), which have had 
a rapid development during the last decade, seems to be particularly suitable to obtain 
the informations listed above [1]. These methods have the advantage of allowing meas
urements without disturbing the flow field and have the same spatial and temporal reso
lution of LDA, successfully used in monophase flows. 

The methods are based on light scattering from particles dispersed in the fluid and 
crossing a measurement volume which is defined by two or more intersecting laser beams; 
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the size and the velocity of the particles have to be correlated by monotonous relationships 
to a measurable quantity of the diffused light field: frequency, amplitude, modulation 
and phase of the Doppler signal [2, 3, 4, 5]. While few problems arise for the velocity 
measurements, a lot of problems have to be resolved for size measurements. The scattering 
of light is in fact a very complicated process, highly conditioned by both optical and 
geometrical characteristics of the particles and of the transmitting and collection optics; 
so it is not easy to find a relationship valid for all situations. For these reasons theoretical 
predictions about the behaviour of the scattered light, for given particle characteristics 
and optical configuration, are needed. 

In the paper some preliminary results obtained by a three-dimensional Lorentz-Mie 
calculation program are presented; the program is capable of simulating ~the scattered 
light from a spherical particle crossing the measuring volume defined by two intersecting 
Gaussian laser beams. Amplitude, phase and modulation of the Doppler signal for differ
ent optical configurations and different particle sizes are examined. Furthermore the prob
lems associated with the particle trajectory in the measuring volume are stressed. 

2. Ligbt scattering from spherical paerticles 

An exact solution for the scattering of electromagnetic waves by a spherical dielectric 
body was first obtained by MIE [6]. In recent years the theory has been generalized for 
arbitrary particle dimensions [7, 8] and many efforts to remove the hypothesis of spheri
city and of plane incident wave are being made [9, 10]. 

An easier approach is obtained by using geometrical optics, but reflection, refraction 
and diffraction are not always separable and in general situations it is more rigorous to 
solve Maxwe11' s equations with proper boundary conditions. 

Following Mie, we will describe the incident beam as a monochromatic, linearly polar
ized, electromagnetic plane wave diffused by a spherical, homogeneous and isotropic 
particle; the intensity Gaussian profile of the incident beam is simulated by the sum of 
plane profiles on the particle surface. The particle-beam interactions produce amplitude, 
phase and polarization variations of the scattered light field. The boundary conditions 
on the particle surface result from the continuity of the electric and magnetic field tangen
tial components. 

For distances of observation, R, much larger than the wavelength A., the intensity of 
the diffused light will depend only on the parameter q = ndj A. (dis the particle diameter), 
on the physical properties of the medium and it will change with the scattering angle () 
between the incident and observation directions. 

The diffused electric field will be completely described by the parallel and perpendicular 
components to the scattering plane, i.e., the one defined with the incident and scattering 
directions [7] : 

(2.1) 
E

11 
= Re (jA11(0, <P, R)jei<.Ot+Ll'P 11 >), 

EJ. = Re (lA J. (0, <P, R)jei<.Ot+Ll'I'J.>), 

where Re indicates the real part, A 11 (0, <P, R) = A 0 jS11 (0)1 cos<Pj(K R); AJ.(O, f/J, R) = 
= A 0 jSJ.(O)jsenf/Jj(KR); A0 is the initial amplitude; K = 2njA.; 8, <P, R is a polar coordi
nate system centered on the particle (Fig. I), Q = 2nc j A.. 
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FIG. J. Coordinate system for 1-beam, 2-beams case. 
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SJ. and S 11 are the well-known scattering functions expressed in terms of the parameter 
q and of the real and imaginary part of the refractive index through the Riccati-Bessel 
and Legendre functions: therefore it is possible to use recurrence relationships to evaluate 
numerically the scattering functions [11]. The terms Ll1p 11 and LIVJJ. are responsible for 
the different phases of the two electric fields. We can write it as the sum of three terms: 

(2.2) 

where: 

L11p 11 = qJ(t) + 2nR(t)/ A +F11 (8), 

L1 1p1. = qJ(t)+2nR(t)/A+FJ.(8), 

qJ(t) is the phase shift for the movement with respect to the incident wave which is 
given by [11]: 

qJ(t) = qJ0 -2n(v · i)tj). 

in which vis the particle velocity, qJ0 is the initial phase and i is the unit vector in the inci
dent direction; 

R(t) is the phase shift for the motion with respect to the receiver: 

R(t) = R 0
- (v · r)t 

in which r is the receiving direction unit versor; 
F 11 (8) and FJ.(()) are the phase shift of the two different electric fields due to the receiver 

position and particle characteristics: 

F 11(8) = arctg[lm (S11)/Re (S11)], 

Fl. (8) = arctg[lm (SJ.)/Re (SJ.)] 

in which Im indicates the imaginary part. 
The first two terms in Eqs. (2.2) which are responsible for the Doppler shift are depen

dent on the velocity and then on the time; for a distance of observation much larger than 
the typical measurement volume dimension, the third term is dependent only on the scat-
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tering direction and on the particle characteristics (size, shape, refractive index). Small 
deviations from the spherical shape will produce strong variations in the light intensity 
distribution [11]. 

If more particles or beams are present, the scattered light fields, independently produced 
by each particle or beam, interfere in relation to their relative phases. 

The case of two incident beams on a particle moving along an arbitrary trajectory 
in the measurement volume has been investigated. The scattered light is collected with 
a receiver situated in an arbitrary position, with arbitrary shape and dimensions. 

A calculation program for the computation of the scattered light field amplitude, 
phase and polarization has been developed for this general situation, starting from a single 
beam with stationary particles and a point-like detector calculation program [12]. The 
four electric fields £ 111, £ 11 2, EJ.1, EJ. 2 have to be decomposed in their components in an 
orthogonal three-axis system (Fig. 1): 

£ 111 , EJ.1 indicate the parallel and perpendicular components to the scattering plane 
containing the incident beam 1 and the observation directions; 

£ 112 , EJ.2 are the same for the incident beam 2. 
In Appendix A the directions of the four electric fields and the components along the 

x, y, z-axis are calculated. 
From Eq. (2.1) we can write for the electric fields modulus 

(2.3) 

iE11 tl = Re(IA 111 (0, rJ>, R)lei<nlt+.1'~' t t 1>), 

IEJ.1I = Re (lA J.l (0, rJ>, R)lei<nlt+.1V'J.t>), 

IE11 2i = Re(IA 112 (0, rJ>, R)lei<.02 t+.1'1' ttl>), 

IEJ.2i = Re(IAJ.2 (0, rJ>, R)lei<SJlt+LhPJ.2>), 

where !21 and !22 are the frequencies of the two beams, the quantities A are calculated 
in the same way of Eqs. (2.1) and the terms L11p 11 and LIVJJ. are expressed like in Eqs. (2.2), 
where the quantity R is the same for the two beams, while the quantities J-, F 11 , FJ. and 
cp are different. 

The final intensity on the receiver will be 

I= E 2+E2 +E2 
X y Z 

with 

(2.4) 

where T is the integration time of the photoreceiver. Since T ~ 10- 7 s is much larger 
than 1/!21 ~ 1/!22 ~ 10-15 s, the terms containing the frequencies !21, !22 and multiples 
give no contributions. The same is for y and z components. 

The final expression of the intensity contains the phase differences between the electric 
field components that modulate the interference terms 

(2.5) I= A(O, rJ>, R)+B(O, rJ>, R)cos [(!J1 -Q2)t+ (LI1p11 1 -LI1p11 2)] 

+ C(O, rJ>, R)cos [(Q1 -!J2)t+ {LI1p111 -L11pJ. 2)] + D(O, rJ>, R)cos [(!21 -Q:.)t 

+ (L1VJJ.t -LI1p11 2)] + E(O, rJ>, R)cos [(!J1 -!J2)t+ (L11f'J.t -LIVJJ.2 )] 
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in which A, B, C, D, E are functions of A111 , A112 , AJ.1, AJ.2 (complete expressions are 
given in Appendix A). For a given scattering direction, there are different amplitudes and 
phases in the scattered light fields. 

The angles() and (/J for the two beams are not the same as the one defined in Eqs. (2.1) 
and in Fig. 1 ; to keep a coordinate system connected to the incident beam, the angles 
have to be recalculated for each position (0, (/J) of the receiver. Useful expressions are 
presented in Appendix B. 

The calculation program gives the intensity and phase of the diffused light for particular 
directions of scattering, when a particle of given dimension and refractive index crosses 
the measurement volume with an arbitrary spatial trajectory. The dimension and shape 
of the receiver have also to be specified. 

The calculations have been verified in the particular situation of the receiver in the 
same plane of the two incident beams. In this situation there is a single scattering plane: 
the two components perpendicular to the scattering plane from the two different beams 
have the same direction and so far for the parallel ones. In Eq. (2.5) the terms consisting 
of the interference between parallel and perpendicular components are not present: the 
quantities C and D are identically zero. The final expression contains the sum between 
the parallel and perpendicular components and only two interference terms; it is equal 
to the one obtained with a direct calculation by other authors [11]: 

I= A(O, (]J, R)+B(O, (/), R)cos [(.Ql-.Q2)t+(L11J'ill-L111'ii2)] 

+ E(O, (/), R)cos [(.Ql -.Q2)t+ (L11J'J.l- L11pJ.2)] 

= A~ 1 /2 + Aft/2 + A~2/2 + Af2/2+ A111A 11 2 cos[(.Ql -.Q2)t+ (LI1p 11 1 -L11p11 2)] 

+AJ.1AJ.2 cos[(.Ql -.Q2)t+ (LIVJJ.l -L11J'J.2)]. 

3. Preliminary results 

The purpose of the tests performed was to verify the reliability of the program to 
describe the light diffusion phenomena by spherical particles, which present a specific 
interest in two-phase flows. Thus the tests were related to: 

Doppler signals for different trajectories in the measurement volume; 
Doppler signals for a point-shaped and a rectangular collection aperture of the receiver; 
phase difference between two Doppler signals in relation to the particle size and the 

collection optics position and dimensions; 
amplitude of Doppler signals in relation to particle size and collection optics position 

and dimensions; 
visibility of Doppler signals for different particle dimensions with different collection 

optics and different angle between the beams. 
In the tests transparent particles (refractive index m = 1.5) with dimensions between 

0.5 fLm and 30 fLm were considered. The medium refractive index has been assumed to be 
equal to 1. 

The transmitting and collection optics have the following characteristics: 
wavelength of the light equal to 0.5 fLm; 
observation distance equal to 70 em (except for the visibility test 25 em). 

3 Arch. Mech. Stos. 6/89 
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The angle between the beams, the beams dimensions and the scattering angles are 
shown in each figure. 

In our situation the use of the Lorenz-Mie theory instead of the simpler geometrical 
optics is appropriate. In fact, as explained in [7, 13, 14], three main regions can be defined 
in relation to the parameter a = 2ndmf). in which the use of a particular light diffusion 
theory is more suitable: 

Rayleigh scattering 
Mie optics 
Geometrical optics 

a~ 1, 
<a< 500, 
a~ 500. 

For the optical and geometrical characteristics of the particles used in the computations, 
the values of the parameter a are limited between 9 and 560. 

Moreover, also it has been demonstrated that in general situations the use of geometrical 
optics gives good approximations of the true results obtained with Mie optics [15], in 
particular situations when the scattering angles or the particle dimensions are such that the 
two results are not in good agreement [16]. 

In the first test different trajectories in the measurement volume were considered: 
in Fig. 2 three Doppler signals produced by a particle for a point-shaped collection aper
ture are shown; the different trajectories considered are indicated in Fig. 3. The particle 
velocity component normal to the fringes is the same for all the calculations. 

A 

aoooooo 
-70 

8 

0.000000 
-70 

c 

0.000000 
70 -70 70 

pm 70 

FIG. 2. Doppler signal intensity vs y-position in the measuring volume for different trajectories with a 
point-like receiver. Beams angle -7.5°, beams dimension- 30 f.LID, particle dimemion- 5 f.LID, scat

tering angles- too, too, receiver: point-like. 
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FIG. 3. Different tested trajectories in the measuring volume. 
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The same trajectories for a square (5 x 5) em receiver are shown in Fig. 4: the effect 
of a finite collection aperture increase the pedestal due to the spatial integration over 
the receiver aperture. However, the differences between the signals along different trajec
tories still remain the same between the two situations. The intensity scales are of course 
different taking into account the integration of the diffused intensity over the collection 
aperture. 

A c 
0.035 

0.028 0.028 

0.021 0.021 

0.014 0.014 

0.007 0.007 

0.000 
-70 0. 00~70 f.Jm 70 

8 
0.035 

0.028 

0.021 

0.014 

0.007 

0.000 
-70 pm 70 

FIG. 4. Doppler signal intensity vs y-position for different trajectories with a finite receiver. Beams angle-
7.5°, beams dimension- 30 fJ.m, particle dimension- 5 flm, scattering angles -10°, 10°, receiver : square 

5x 5 em. 

3* 
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Scattering angles -10~ 10" 
Receiver: point-like 

UOM4990 ~~--~--~--~~ 

0.0011992 

0.0008994 

0.0005996 

0.0002998 

a.ooooooo 
-70 J.lm 70 

Scattering angles 30~ "15 11 

Receiver: point-like 
0. 00030 .-----,.--~--r---.....-~ 

0.00024 

0.00018 

0.00012 

0.00006 

J.lm 70 

Scattering angles 60~ 70• 
Receiver: point-like 

0.000060 ~--,.-----.---.----.---.. 

0.0000'18 

0.000036 

0.00002'1 

0.000012 

0.000000 
-70 pm 70 

Scattering angles 1207 30" 
Receiver: squore(5x5)cm 

-70 pm 70 

FIG. 5. Doppler signal intensity vs y-position for the C trajectory with different receivers at different scat
tering angles. Beams angle -7.5°, beams dimension- 30 !J.m, particle dimension- 5 !J.ID. 

Receiver : point-like 

0.0000000 
-250 0 

Receiver : square (5 x 5) em 

250 

FIG. 6. Doppler signal intensity vs y-position for the C trajectory with different receivers for a 20 !J.m particle, 
Beams angle -7.5°, beams dimension -100 !J.ffi, particle dimension- 20 !J.m, scattering angles -10°. 

[828) 
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In Fig. 5 four signals with different scattering angles and receivers for the C trajectory 
of Fig. 3 are shown: intensity and phase variations, due to the different receivers positions 
and dimensions, are present in the high frequency component. Instead the behaviour of 
the low frequency component appears invariant: the maximum position and the signal 
shape are the same for all situations. 

The last trajectory test is concerned with a different particle diameter: 20 (lm particles 
instead 5 flm have been used (Fig. 6). The pedestal, in the finite aperture situation, is now 
particularly evident. The maximum position and the shape of the low intensity component 
are the same as in the previous tests. It seems to be possible to individualize the trajectory 
of a particle in the measuring volume from the Doppler signal intensity using a low pass 
filter that eliminates the high frequencies: these components present phase and intensity 
variations for different receivers positions and particle diameter. 

In the second test the phase difference between two Doppler signals detected by two 
receivers situated in different positions has been examined. It is known that for particular 
scattering angles a precise linear relationship between the phase difference and the particle 
diameter exists [4, 5]. In Fig. 7 the phase differences as a function of the particle diameter 
for an increasing receiver aperture at scattering angles (30°, 4°) and (30°, -4°) are shown. 
The oscillations around the linear trend are due to intensity variations in space that give 
rise to a characteristic lobe configuration: the number of those lobes is as great as the 

A 
Receiver: point-like 

A 
Receiver: square {1x 1 )em 

0 ~--.--......--y-----r---, 0 ~- -~---.r---.--r---, 

-10 -10 

-20 -20 

-30 -30 

-40 -40 

-50 
0 JJm 30 

A 
Receiver: square (2x2)cm 

Or-:----..--r---r----.---, 

-10 

-20 

-30 

--40 

-500 pm 3(} 

FIG. 7. Phase difference between two Doppler signals vs particle diameter for different receivers apertures 
at scattering angles 30°, ±4°. Beams angle- 4°, beams dimension- 300 fLm, scattering angles- {30°, 

4°; 30°, -4°}. 
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particle diameter is large with respect to the receiver aperture. In fact, for an increasing 
receiver aperture the oscillations are averaged out especially for the bigger particles [5]. 
In this direction the use of particularly shaped detectors seems to be useful [15]. 

In Fig. 8. the same previous situations but with (70°, 4°) and {70°, - 4°) scattering 
angles are shown. Also here for increasing receiver aperture the oscillations are averaged 
out, but a less defined relationship between the phase difference and the particle diameter 
is recognizable. For a given ratio of the particle to the medium refractive index and laser 
wavelength, it is necessary to individualize the best scattering angles to obtain a linear 
relationship. 

Receiver: point-like Receiver: square (2x2) em 
o.,...--,.---r--~-..---- Or--,.--r-~-..--~ 

-10 -10 

-20 -20 

-30 -30 

-40 -40 

J.lm 30 pm JO 

Receiver: square (1x1)cm 

FIG. 8. Phase difference vs particle diameter for different receiver apertures at scattering angles 70°, ± 4°. 
Beams angle- 4°, beams dimension- 300 (.LID, scavering angles {70°, 4°; 70°, -4°}. 

In the third test intensity variations with particle diameter for different scattering 
angles and receiver apertures have been checked. The results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, 
respectively, for (30°, 0) and {70°, 0) scattering angles. Also in this situation the oscilla
tions, superimposed on the parabolic behaviour due to the particle cross-section, are 
averaged out with increasing dimension expecially for scattering angles equal to (30°, 0). 

In the last test the visibility of the Doppler signal for different diameters, receivers 
dimensions and angle between the beams was examined. The visibility is the ratio 
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Receiver : poinf-ltke Receiver: square (2x2) em 
1. 00002499 r------;---,.---r---r---. 

0.00002994 

1.00000000 ---""'-----1.---'----'--....J 0.00000000 -~---'----'----L--~ 
o pm ao o }Jm 30 

Receiver: square (1x1) em 

1.00002994 

1. 00000000 0 
pm 30 

FIG . 9. Doppler signal intensity vs particle diameter for different revceiver apertures at a scattering angle 
of 30°. Beams angle - 4°, beams dimension- 300 fl.m, scattering angles- 30°, 0°. 

Receiver: point-like Receiver: square (2><2)cm 
0.00000'10 0.0000060 r---"T---r---r---.-------r 

aooooo3Z 0.000001/8 

0.0000024 0.0000036 

0.0000016 0.0000024 

0.0000008 0.0000012 

0.0000000 
0 pm 3

/.ooooooo 
0 pm 30 

Receiver: square ( 1 x 1) em 

FIG. 10. Doppler signal intensity vs particle diameter for different receiver apertures at a scattering angle 
of 70°. Beams angle- 4°, beams dimension- 300 (J.m, scattering angles -70°, 0°. 

[831] 
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where Imax and /min indicate the intensity maximum and minimum. It is frequently used 
in particle sizing; however, it is not possible to obtain monotonous relationships between 
this quantity and the particle diameter in a large range of particle size. 

In Fig. II visibility vs particle diameter has been plotted; it is possible to observe that 
in some particle diameter range a monotonic relationship exists. Changing the beams 
angle and the receiver dimensions, it is possible to modify this range but not to extend it 
too much. Trajectory effects do not seem to affect the results. 

A Receiver : pot:7t-bke 
Beams angle 23° 

1.0 r=::::F==t===+==F=::;:::::j I I I 

0.8-

0.6-

0.4-

0.2-

-

-

-

-
I I I I 

pm 30 

Receiver: square (3 x3)cm 
Beams angle 23° 

A 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

Receiver : square (4x4)cm 
Beams angle 29 o 

pm 30 

Receiver: square (axa) em 
Beams angle 23° 

prri 30 

FIG. 11. Visibility vs particle diameter for different trajectories, receivers and angle between the two beams. 
Beams dimension- 300 (.lm, scattering angles- 0°, 40°, observed distance- 25 em. 

4. Conclusions 

A three-dimensional Lorenz-Mie calculation program capable of simulating the diffused 
light from a spherical particle crossing the measuring volume produced by two intersecting 
Gaussian laser beams has been presented. The preliminary results give assurance of a reli
able description of the light diffusion phenomena produced by the particle. 

Three different quantities to evaluate the particle diameter have been considered: 
phase difference, absolute intensity and visibility. In all the situations the receiver aperture 
plays an important role; the oscillations due to spatial lobes are averaged out with increas
ing receiver dimensions. Furthermore the receiver position seems to be particularly 
delicate. 
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For the linearity of the relation between the phase difference and the diameter of the 
particles it is advantageous to use a size measurement method based on phase difference 
detection; calibration problems, which are present in amplitude methods, are avoided. 
Monotonous trends cannot be found easily in visibility measurements; moreover, they 
hold only in a limited range of particle diameters. 

Finally, the simulation of Doppler signals seems to indicate a criterion to derivate the 
trajectory of the particle in the measurement volume from the low frequency intensity 
component. This is one of the points that the authors are going to examine further. 

Appendix A 

In the three-axis coordinate system of Fig. I, the unit vectors in the receiving, incident 
beam 1 and incident beam 2 directions are: 

r = (sinOcos(]}i+sinOsin<l>j+cosOk), 

i 1 = ( -sinaj+cosak), 

i 2 = (sinaj+cosak), 

where i, j, k are the x, y, z directions unit vectors, 2a is the angle between the beams and 
the angles 0, <1> are referred to the x, y, z-axis. The directions of the electric field components 
will be 

with 

FJ. 1 i+GJ.d+HJ.tk 
LJ.t 

FJ.2i + GJ.2j + HJ.2 k 
LJ.2 

Cit · r)r- i1 
l(it · r)r-itl 

F il l i+GII d+HI Il k 
L 11 1 

F ii 2i+GII2j+HI I2k 
£ 112 

FJ.1 = sin a cos 0 +cos a sin Osin <1>, 

GJ.1 = -cosasinOcos<J>, 
HJ. 1 = -sin a sin Ocos<J>, 
LJ.t = (Fft + G_it + H.ft) 112

, 

FJ.2 = -sinacosO+cosasinOsin<J>, 
GJ.2 = -cosasinOcos<J>, 
HJ. 2 = sin a sin Ocos<J>, 

LJ.2 = (F.f2 + G_i2 + H.f2 )
1

'
2

, 

F11 1 = -sin a sin 2 0 sin <1> cos <1> +cos a sin 0 cos <1> cos 0, 
G111 = -sin asin2 Osin2<1>+cosacos0sin0sin<l>+sin a, 
H 11 1 = -sin asinOsin <J>cos0+cosacos2 0-cosa, 
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L 11 1 = (F1f1 +G1~ 1 +Hif t)112 , 
F 11 2 = sin a sin 2 ()sin(/> cos(/>+ cos ex sin() cos(/> cos(), 
G112 = sin a sin 2 ()sin 2 (/>+cos ex cos() sin() sin(/>- sin ex, 
H 112 = sin a sin() sin (/>cos() +cos excos2 ()-cos ex, 

L 11 2 = (Fl~2 + G~ 2 + Hl~2)1 1 2 

and to obtain the complete expressions of the component along the x, y, z-axis, it is suffi
cient to multiply these quantities with Eq. (2.3) in the text. In this way it is possible to 
write the functions A, B, C, D, E defined in Eq. (2.5) as 

A((),(/>, R) = A 1~ t/2+Ait/2+A ~ 2/2+Ai2/2 , 

AII1AII2 
B((), (/>, R) = L L (F11 1 F1 ~ 2 +G11 1 G11 2+H111 H112) , 

il l 11 2 

where the quantities A are calculated through recurrence relationships of Riccati-Besse 
and Legendre functions [11]. 

The terms containing A111 A_11 or A11 2A.l2 are vanishing identically: this fact reflects 
the absence of interference between the electric field components originated by the same 
beam. 

Appendix B 

From the angles(),(/> in an x, y, z coordinate system, it is necessary to know the angles 
()', ()", (/>', (/>" referred to the first and to the second beam; in this way it is possible to 

use the same calculation program of one beam for two beams only changing the angles 

( 
cotg(Jtgex) 

(/>' = arctg tg (/> + cos(/> , 

n-." _ ( n-. _ cotg () tg ex ) 
w - arctg tg w (/> , 

cos 

[ 
cos() ] 

()' = arcos cos {3 cos ({3 +ex) , 

[ 
cos() ] 

()" = arcos cos {3 cos ({3- a) , 

with 

fJ = arctg(tg(Jsin{/>). 
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